[Complex prevention of suppurative complications of long surgical procedures using microsurgical technics].
The authors have demonstrated the efficacy of complex approach to the solution of the problem of postoperative infectious complications in prolonged surgical interventions with application of microsurgical technique in orthopaedic and traumatologic patients. A reduction in the course of prophylaxis with antibiotics in this category of the patients has been substantiated. The use of metabolite therapy in the course of presurgical preparation of the patients under the control of cytochemical investigations allows to carry on the surgery with a more favourable state of the macroorganism. The use of supersonic cavitation for antibacterial treatment of the operative wounds in prolonged interventions with application of microsurgical technique has no specific contraindications. The complex of these measures has allowed to reduce the rate of suppurations after prolonged surgical interventions with application of microsurgical technique from 23.01 to 8%.